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GW defends security
after burglary string
Officials call on students
to maintain hall security
by brianna Gurciullo
and colleen murphy
Hatchet Reporters

nick rice | graphics assistant

The hidden costs of campus dining
How the Sodexo contract
and mandated spending
inflate food prices

After a string of daytime burglaries in residence halls over the past
two weeks, the University’s top security officials defended GW's relatively
light security procedures compared
to other city schools.
The burglaries of at least 10 electronics in three residence halls have
prompted GW’s top security administrator and University Police Chief
Kevin Hay to say students need to
be more vigilant, keep doors closed
from strangers and prevent “tailgating” into their halls.
Most residence halls do not have
guards during the daytime – compared to schools such as New York
University that station guards in all
buildings 24 hours a day – and some
don't even have them at night.
Laptops were stolen from three
unlocked rooms in JBKO and Ful-

bright halls Jan. 31, and a man allegedly stole five laptops, two iPads and
a Wii game from multiple rooms in
Ivory Tower before UPD officers arrested him the week before.
Hay and Darnell said schools like
NYU and Temple University in Philadelphia are in more crime-heavy areas
than GW, and added that the burglaries on Foggy Bottom are not the result
of a lack of security.
“You’re sort of comparing apples to oranges,” Darnell said. “It’s
not a true comparison to compare
what NYU is doing versus what
GW is doing.”
But in the Annual Security and
Fire Safety Reports, UPD recorded
almost seven times as many burglaries as Temple in 2011 – the latest data
available – and nearly twice as many
incidents as neighboring Howard
University and Northeastern University in Boston. NYU surpassed GW’s
39 cases with 53 burglaries.
Over the last week, GW posted
signs on residence halls asking students to prevent others from follow
them into locked buildings. The
See SECURITY: Page 3

Four out of the six schools below have 24/7 security in all residence
halls. BU has 24 hour security in eight halls, and GW has guards in two.

by chloé sorvino
Assistant News Editor
A senior who spent months probing J Street’s finances concluded in
his economics thesis that the dining
hub is unlikely to ever turn a profit –
and will continue to burden students
with extra costs.
Economics professor Donald Parsons, who oversaw John Bennett’s thesis, verified his student’s “solid arguments” that J Street is a money pit with
a mandatory dining program, which
also drives participating retail GWorld
partners to inflate prices across Foggy
Bottom to offset the high commission.
“It looks suspicious. They trap
the students into spending this money, and then they go off and sell the
rights to it. It seems to me a bit over
the top,” Parsons said.
GW has sought to revive J Street
in recent years, as Foggy Bottom’s
food scene has boomed. In a 2011 din-
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Senior John Bennett, a member of the Student Association, revealed the shaky foundation
of J Street's finances amid a Foggy Bottom restaurant boom in his economics thesis.

ing overhaul, the University replaced
nearly all of J Street's venues, swapping out fast-food chains for options
run by the hall's food provider, Sodexo. It also dropped required J Street
spending program for sophomores,
facing rampant criticism, but then saw
sales drop by 24 percent.

This year, J Street has reintroduced fast food with the popular
Auntie Anne’s pretzels and added
two other eateries.
But despite the revamps, statistics show students still prefer to eat
See J STREET: Page 5

New admissions model
stays in strategic plan
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
When the Board of Trustees votes
to approve the University's 10-year
strategic plan Friday, it will decide
whether students will eventually be
admitted to the University as a whole,
delaying their entry into specific colleges by up to two years.
Administrators floated the contentious proposal – which some
schools worry could overflow their
enrollments, dilute their brands and
create budget fights – in October, and
Provost Lerman confirmed last week
that an altered version would be included in the final plan. The Board of
Trustees must greenlight the proposal
before it is finalized in the plan.
Administrators hope the onecollege model will stimulate interdisciplinary studies by creating a better
undergraduate balance of liberal arts
and career-focused education, though
faculty in programs like international
affairs, media, business and engineering have raised questions.
To appease concerns about students' first two years at GW without
a set academic path, Lerman said
students could declare “pre-majors”
to help maintain affinities for individual schools.
Schools with a “limited capacity” of professors and class space
would only allow students already
accepted as pre-majors, or those who
meet GPA requirements.
For example, instead of opening
the Elliott School of International Affairs, School of Engineering and Applied Science, School of Business and
School of Media and Public Affairs to
students who show interest by their
sophomore year, admissions to the
college will likely be reserved for students who have already been admitted by declaring a pre-major.
“[The concept] won’t be
scaled down. It’ll be nuanced,”
Lerman said.
Frank Sesno, director of the School
of Media and Public Affairs, said the
college was initially worried that the

original admissions plan would push
away journalism-focused students
and hurt its competitiveness.
“It’s not as dramatic as it sounded
at the outset,” Sesno said. "Essentially
nothing changes, and as a result, students will have near certainty that
they're going to end up [in the school]
they want to be."
Administrators have not yet
outlined an implementation plan
for the changes and will still likely
hammer it out over the next few
years. They have also not decided
details about what University-wide
courses will be added and what premajors will be offered.
The concept of how to create a
general curriculum for all undergraduates has also changed since strategic
plan discussions first started, Faculty
Senate executive committee chair Michael Castleberry said.
“I think what happened is the
Board of Trustees got really excited
about the branding thing – that
there was going to be something
[academically] GW is known for,”
he said. “What’s come into focus is
what the Board of Trustees first saw
that would unilaterally happen to
everybody is probably not going to
happen. It’s going to be more diffuse,
more individualized.”
For example, he said, now students may have the option of taking an academic track revolving
around community service, foreign
languages or sustainability in their
first two years.
It’s part of the University’s broader strategic plan, a guiding document
with about $300 million worth of ideas
like building new graduate housing,
doubling the population of international students and expanding global
programs for GW’s next decade.
The University hopes to overhaul
undergraduate education with $9
million to $17 million poured into creating more interdisciplinary courses
taught by multiple professors from
different fields, an enhanced advising
See STRAT PLAN: Page 5
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Michael Komo, a first-year law student and Student Bar Association senator, advocated for the GW Law School to add LGBT status
to applications next year. Responses will help the school track gay and transgender applicants to match them up with mentors.

A new question for LGBT law applicants
LGBT status added to
law school applications
by mary sette
Hatchet Reporter
GW Law School applicants already face questions about writing
samples, transcripts and letters of
recommendation. But next year,
they will confront a new question:
Are you gay?
Joining only four top 20 law
schools to add LGBT status to its applications, GW’s law school will track
the number of gay and transgender
applicants to set up better support services and pair students with alumni
and mentors, first-year law student
and Student Bar Association senator
Michael Komo said.

The move was stamped by administrators last week after advocacy
by Komo, a former president of Allied
in Pride as an undergraduate.
“It’s a signal to LGBT applicants
and allies that this is a LGBT-positive
law school and University,” Komo
said. “It would encourage LGBT applicants to apply knowing that GW
would be a supportive place for them
to be and a good fit."
Sophia Sim, the law school's associate dean for admissions and financial aid, said she did not think the
move would have an impact on applications, "because we are already well
known for being an open community."
The Law School Admission Council
common e-application also already
asks the question, she added.
But, she added, the move will
also provide a "better understanding our prospective students allows

us to provide more comprehensive
information regarding our academic
programs, student services and mentoring initiatives."
The law school also scores perfectly on the admission council's LGBT
survey because of its non-discrimination policy, LGBT student organization, LGBT faculty and administrators,
LGBT specific courses and domestic
partnership benefits.
Elmhurst College, a private fouryear institution in Illinois, generated
buzz in 2011 when it added the question to its undergraduate application.
University of Iowa became the second
school to do so in December.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said adding the LGBT
question is not yet being considered
on the undergraduate level because
See LAW: Page 3
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IN Brief

Financial aid shopping
sheet is far off for GW

–Jeremy Diamond

jordan emont | photo editor

The U.S. Air Force Drill Team performs at the halftime of the men’s basketball game against La Salle Saturday at the Smith Center. Service
members were given courtside seats in honor of Armed Forces Day. The Colonials lost the game narrowly, ending the team’s three-win streak.

QUOTABLE

''

The University’s chief financial aid officer said he remains hesitant to adopt a government-backed tool for comparing schools’
aid packages and total price tags.
More than 500 colleges and universities
nationwide have adopted the financial aid
“shopping sheet,” which shows students a
school’s total price tag, the type and amount
of aid available, graduation rates and how
much debt they could have after graduation. The Student Association passed a bill
backed by several student organizations in
December calling on GW to adopt the tool.
But Associate Vice President for Financial
Assistance Dan Small said he is worried the
shopping sheet could confuse prospective
students and parents by presenting too much
information without enough explanation.
“I want to make sure if we are providing
the detail [included in shopping sheet], are
we are also explaining it?” Small said. “And
I don’t think the shopping list, the way it is
simplified right now, explains the detail.”
For example, instead of calculating the
total average debt, Small said he would
rather break that figure down into what students typically owe and what parents owe.
The average GW graduate’s debt reached
$32,714 in 2011, the latest figures available,
about $200 more than the year before.
But Small said that figure is “misleading,” because most students are secure private loans with a cosigner, like a parent.
“Is it really showing the true picture?”
Small said. “I don’t think it’s clear at all.”
He said that at GW, parents are usually the ones ultimately paying off cosigned loans.
Student Association Sen. Omeed Firouzi, CCAS, helped pass a bill in December
calling on GW to adopt the shopping sheet.
It was backed by College Democrats, College Republicans and Students for Education Reform.
“It makes the process easier for students,” Firouzi, also political affairs director
for College Democrats, said. “I don’t know
who wouldn’t want to make it easier for students to learn about a school.”
The cost of attendance for the entering
class of 2013 is set at $56,265. Under the fixed
tuition plan, next year’s freshmen will pay
$45,735 for up to 10 consecutive semesters.
On average, students in the class of 2015
were expected to contribute 77 percent of tuition. Last year, GW met the full need of 70
percent of financial aid recipients.
Some of the University’s market-basket
schools, including Boston University, Tulane
University, New York University and Northwestern University, also have yet to embrace
the shopping sheet.

''

A lot of the time, it’s polite students holding the door for someone they think is another
student, and other times, they’re bringing in a bona fide thief with a rap sheet.
–Kevin Hay, University Police Department chief, on students’ role in residence hall security.
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Hatchet Coffeehouse

Space: Interests at play

Film screening

Nuclear policy talk

Join Hatchet editors for coffee to
learn more about GW’s independent
student newspaper, share story
ideas or offer constructive criticism.
The Hatchet, 2140 G St.
• 6 to 8 p.m.

Listen to SMPA fellow Linda
Billings discuss the intersection of
science, media and politics as it
relates to the U.S. space program.
Marvin Center, Room 311
• 5:30 p.m.

Enjoy a screening of ‘The Interrupters,’
a vivid documentary that draws the
curtain on gun violence in Chicago
and the community activists who try to
prevent the violence.
Marvin Center Amphitheater • 7 p.m.

Join Robert Litwak of the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars
in a discussion on the future of Iran and
North Korea within the global community.
1957 E St., Lindner Commons,
Room 602 • Noon

The Hatchet is
moving into A NEW
home, but we need
your help.

Donate at
HomeforTheHatchet.org
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Student space tops
candidate platform
Sophomore is first
to declare candidacy
for SA president
by chris hebdon
Hatchet Staff Writer
A sophomore became the
first candidate to announce
his bid for Student Association
president this spring, pledging
to continue the battle for student space if elected.
SA Sen. Michael Morgan,
ESIA, said he will advocate for
technology upgrades in conference rooms and classrooms,
in addition to battling for Marvin Center and “superdorm”
space. It would be the thirdstraight year with student
space topping the organization’s agenda.
“We need to modernize the
student space we have, making it better for the students,
making it more technologically
advanced and somewhere that
is really directed at students,”
Morgan said.
Morgan said his experience
lobbying administrators makes
him the best candidate for the

student body’s top advocacy
seat. He added that he would
hold weekly office hours at J
Street to hear student concerns.
“We really need to elect
an SA president that has the
experience and background
to represent students, how to
work with the University and
how to really push for our
issues,” Morgan said. “You
have to really know how to
work the system.”
He also plans to lobby for
more security in residence halls,
in wake of the assault at the administrative building Rice Hall
in December. Morgan, who
works for the University Police
Department checking student
IDs in Thurston Hall, said GW
should keep guards in all halls
from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
GW's largest residence
halls – including Guthridge
and Thurston halls – have
guards stationed at entrances
from evenings to 3 a.m., unlike other city universities, like
New York University, which
has 24-hour checkpoints in every building.
Morgan also serves as chair
of the Student Dining Board
and said working with administrators has prepared him for

News
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Student Association Sen. Michael Morgan, ESIA, is the first to declare his run for the organization's top post. He said he will push for
academic technology upgrades and continue advocacy for student space. The election is scheduled for late March.

the top SA post.
“If I did not think I had
the leadership experience, if I
didn’t think I had the proven
results working with the University, if I didn’t think I had

the ideas or the know-how, I
wouldn’t do it, because that
would be an SA presidency
wasted,” Morgan said.
Morgan also has ideas that
delve into the University’s

commitment to becoming
more sustainable. He said he
has already talked with student leaders from Green GW
about bringing solar-powered
picnic tables with outlets for

laptop and cell phone charging
to campus as well as sustainable room upgrades for interested students.
This year's elections will
take place after spring break. u

librarians’ research.
“It started out as a prototype, but we know this is
where libraries need to go. It
makes sense for libraries to
support this kind of research,”
Wrubel said.
Next on the project agenda is archiving tweets related
to GW, a school recognized
for the heavy tweeting habits
of its students, professors and
administrators.
Chudnov said his team is
working with the University archivist to preserve tweets from
accounts like @GWtweets, @
GWCollegeDems and @gwhatchet for history.
“By starting to collect this
now, we’ll be able to provide a
service that few other university archives can,” Chudnov
said. “They’re are all fair game
for University archiving.”
The staff is trying to grow
the software by spreading the
word to researchers studying

social media, not only in journalism, but also in economics,
psychology and linguistics,
Wrubel said. The staff has not
yet determined how many
professors overall would use
this tool, she added.
With this technological initiative, everything released by
the library will be open-source,
meaning it won’t be closed off
behind GW’s digital wall, but
rather be open to everyone.
The Twitter data collection
software is available on the
sharing website GitHub.
“You have to give back to
the community, to academia
and to the whole world, because when you do everything
internally and you don’t release it, it’s a waste of money,”
Karim Boughida, associate
University librarian for digital
initiatives and content management, said.
–Cory Weinberg contributed
to this report.

He said he was partly
inspired to present the idea
when visiting Boston University’s law school, where
he said he was paired with
the president of the gay law
student organization to learn
about “the LGBT campus
life, the faculty and just Boston itself.”
“That was really nice to
have that connection immediately if I had any questions or
concerns through the application process,” he said.
He hopes to see similar
connections made at GW.
The law school will start to
match LGBT applicants with
alumni or student mentors,
which Komo said will help
GW “reach diverse candidates
and ensure that the law school
continues to be a place that is
attractive to candidates of all

kinds of backgrounds.”
When Komo steered GW’s
undergraduate LGBT student
organization, he helped transform the University’s policies
on gay issues. He successfully
pushed for the creation of the
LGBT Resource Center, the
LGBT academic minor and
gender neutral housing.
Nick Gumas, president
of Allied in Pride, which has
advocated for issues like free
condom distribution in the
past year, said the move in the
law school showed that it was
“validating the existence of its
LGBT students.”
“This is a great step forward for the LGBT community, and I hope to see our administration move forward to
include this in our University’s
undergraduate application as
well,” he said. u

to monitor 10 more residence
halls this year.
The Hatchet found that
out of 19 undergraduate residence halls surveyed Feb.
2, just Potomac House and
Thurston Hall had guards stationed at 3 p.m. Eleven halls
had guards at 10 p.m. Potomac
and Thurston require students
to present photo identification
24 hours a day, and all nonstudent guests must sign in at
the front desk.
"In general, during the day,
we don't have a security guard
so we don't have to worry
about using our GWorlds except for getting into the elevator," Torie Hayes, a senior living in South Hall, said. "I think
it's pretty common for one person to use their GWorld and let
others in."
She added that once security guards go on duty at
night, they "are very diligent
about checking IDs."
UPD tightened access to
residence halls in October
2011, when a man unlawfully
entered City Hall and attempted to sexually assault a
female student. Guards were
stationed at more halls, and
a year after the change, burglaries dropped to 39 reported cases in 2011 compared to
71 in 2010.
Monitors at residence
halls like Ivory Tower, City
Hall, Guthridge Hall and
South Hall have required photo identification eight hours
a night since September –
when the University pledged
to crack down on incidents
where non-students borrowed
GWorlds.
Hay said the University recently added electronic

locks to the doors of individual rooms in Munson and
Lafayette halls, which require
GWorlds to unlock. UPD
plans to add more electronic
systems in the future.
Security personnel at
Boston University cover entrances in more than twothirds of residence halls 24
hours a day, according to the
university's website.
Northeastern
University also has 24-hour security
guards, who swipe individual
identification cards before
they let students enter buildings. Residents must sign in
all guests, including parents.
Rachel Shanley, a third-year
student at Northeastern, said
to bypass guards, “you pretty
much have to run in.”
Monitors at NYU require
students to sign in shortterm guests, who must leave
identification cards with the
guards while they are in the
residence halls. Students can
only admit three guests in
one night, spokesman Philip
Lentz said.
Fordham University students must sign in guests after
5 p.m., and guests must leave
by 3 a.m., unless they have applied for an overnight pass a
day in advance. Guests must
be the same gender as their
hosts, even if they are siblings,
at the Jesuit college.
Still, some students try
to get around the school's
attempts to prevent unauthorized entry. Fordham
freshman Jessie Roberts
said people sneak into halls
by “flashing IDs with the
wrong number on them or
sneaking in through firstfloor windows.” u

Librarians trove through Twitter for social media researchers
by lauren grady
Hatchet Reporter
While hashtags and tweets
seem to disappear amid the
endless torrent of Twitter conversations, the staff at Gelman
Library is preserving them for
history.
Laura Wrubel and Daniel
Chudnov, who help run the
library’s technology arm, developed a tool, now in its early
stages, that gathers data from
Twitter to simplify social media
research for GW professors.
“The data is amazing. A lot
of people look at it and think,
'Why do we need a record of
millions of people telling us
what they had for lunch?' But
it’s a lot more than just that,”
Chudnov, Gelman’s director
of scholarly technology, said.
“It’s a wealth of material that
people will study for years and
years and years.”
Chudnov has led the proj-

ect since coming to GW in
fall 2011 after working as the
lead developer on the Library
of Congress’ own Twitter archiving initiative – an effort that
dwarfs GW’s project by creating an archive of hundreds of
billions of public tweets. GW’s
web-based software package
stores specific Twitter handles
or keywords that researchers
are studying, which they can
then transfer to analysis tools
such as Excel.
By preserving election
tweets or hashtags like #BindersFullOfWomen, the librarians are able to catch them
before they get lost amid a cacophony of conversations.
Before, Chudnov said,
researchers and graduate students studying study topics like
the tweeting patterns of politicians or media organizations
had to sort tweets by hand and
enter them into Excel. Because
Twitter doesn’t allow access to

its historical data, researchers
had to shell out thousands of
dollars to private vendors to
access archived tweets.
“When I heard that, I
thought, 'We can do better than
that,' ” Chudnov said. “One of
the goals of librarians is to save
you time. There’s no reason students and faculty members researching social media should
have to do this work by hand.”
Albert May, an associate
professor of media and public
affairs, said he plans to use the
software in his digital reporting class this semester and for
his research on how professors
use social media.
“The potential is significant,” May said. “The University has taken a significant step
in creating a programming
team within library services
to assist researchers, who often do not have access to such
technical support.”
The work is part of the li-

GW funds transitioning veterans
Grants awarded by
provost's office to
improve diversity
by sarah margolis
Hatchet Staff Writer
GW’s veteran services office earned a grant this week
to help teach professors how
to transition soldiers-turnedstudents from the war zone to
the classroom.
Veteran services coordinator Michael Ruybal, an 11-year
U.S. Army veteran, will help
create training sessions and
webinars teaching professors
how to connect with veterans
and understand military culture. Ruybals’ project was one
of 11 to secure funding from
GW’s Office of Diversity and
Inclusion last week.
The two-year old office
gave out $50,000 to groups
of students, faculty and staff
with ideas about ways to promote different kinds of diversity on a campus that is 57 percent white.
The grant amounts will
be solidified next week after
groups pin down their true
cost estimates, office assistant
Cameron Smither said. Each
will likely range from $1,000
to $10,000.
Associate Vice President

and Dean of Student Academic Success Helen Cannaday Saulny, who helped select winners out of a pool of
26 proposals, said she looked
for ideas that could last beyond this semester and impact multiple groups of people. Other winning proposals
include increasing job opportunities for disabled students
and addressing the smaller
proportion of women in economics fields.
“We had some really exciting applications, which
showed how much thought
went into it,” she said.
Nearly half of the projects
will explore teaching methods
as part of their research, trying
new approaches to deal with
diversity in the classroom.
Physics professor Gerald
Feldman said just 20 percent
of GW students who initially
declare a major in science,
technology, engineering or
mathematics end up graduating in that field – about half
the average reported nationally. That figure is even lower
for underrepresented groups
like women and minority students, he said, which jumped
3 percent this year to about 39
percent. The School of Engineering and Applied Science
also hired three female professors in 2012.
The group wants to use
their grant to hold events to

highlight
unconventional
STEM career opportunities.
“A lot of times people just
focus on the diversity,” chemistry professor LaKeisha McClary said, “but there’s something different about making
people feel like they belong,
and also that they deserve to
be there.”
The team will also look
to train faculty to work with
– and eventually attract – a
wider array of female, nonwhite, first-generation college
and international students to
the fields.
“We need to learn how
to be inclusive. We need to
understand why we sometimes don’t reach out, why we
sometimes can’t reach out,”
biology professor Hartmut
Doebel said.
The next round of grant
applications will be due
May 1 for grants that will be
used from July 1 until June
30, 2014.
Another group secured a
grant to promote diverse student groups around campus.
Freshman Oz Fishman and
senior Arielle Ford will spearhead an “I am GW” campaign,
complete with posters, buttons and stickers to showcase
students who identify with
multiple communities and diverse groups on campus.
–Chloe Sorvino contributed
to this report.
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Actors Kashi-Tara Barrett, left, and Josh Adams, middle, are part of a group that perform skits about
medicine. They earned a grant to create programming related to diversity.

"[Tweets] are all fair
game for University
archiving."
DanIEL chudnov
Director
Scholarly Technology at
Gelman Library

brary’s build-up as a digital research center – not just a paper
book warehouse. The digitally
focused staff Chudnov helps
lead only started to take shape
five years ago.
This project jumps off the
growing number of researchers studying social media, as
almost 5,000 theses and dissertations nationally have
referenced Twitter in the last
two years, according to the

LAW
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the admissions office has not
started planning next year’s
application.
Former undergraduate admissions dean Kathryn Napper
said in fall 2011 that she would
hesitate to add the question to
GW’s undergraduate application for fear of adding anxiety
to the application process.
Komo formally presented
the idea to law school administrators in the fall, comparing
the law school’s application
with that of its peer schools,
such as Boston University,
University of Pennsylvania
and University of Washington,
which include the LGBT option for applicants.

SECURITY
from p. 1
University also reminded students in a Jan. 31 alert to lock
their doors at all times and
call UPD when strangers enter and ask for someone who
does not live there.
“Ivory Tower is a safe
residence hall if students do
what they need to do,” Darnell said. “We’re not trying to
blame the students and make
them the primary people for
security, but they do have a
responsibility.”
Hay said he did not believe halls needed additional
security, but that the University reviews the procedures
“from time to time.”
“Ivory Tower is a busy
residence hall, but we’re not
to the point where that needs
24-hour coverage,” Hay said.
“A lot of the time, it’s polite
students holding the door
for someone they think is another student and other times,
they’re bringing in a bona fide
thief with a rap sheet.”
When asked which residence halls were guarded and
at what times of the day, Hay
declined to comment, though
he released that information in
fall 2011. He added that the level of deployments changes occasionally, like when GW amped up its police force around
inauguration last month.
The University employs
90 student entrance monitors and 21 security officers
who work in each of the two
dozen residence halls, Hay
said. He added that the University has assigned students
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON't TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK
The stipulations of GW's contract with the J Street food provider Sodexo (p. 1)
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Work out gym hours to reflect student schedules

Staff Editorial

A statute of
limitations limits
victims rights

A

s someone who has
been
semi-regularly
going to the gym for
the past two weeks,
one thing about the Lerner
Health and Wellness Center has
consistently stood out to me –
and it’s not the steep price of
a pass to take weekly Hip Hop
HUSTLE classes.
It's the gym’s seemingly arbitrary hours.
You’d think the gym would
be open often enough to be useful to students, many of whom
work or intern on top of classes.
Yet it stays open on weekend
evenings when most students
are anywhere but the gym.
Mondays through Fridays,
the gym stays open from 6:30
a.m. until 11:30 p.m. It opens
a little later on Saturdays, at 9
a.m., but closes earlier at 8 p.m.
The gym opens much later
on Sundays, at 11 a.m., and shuts
its doors at 11:30 p.m.
The University should look
into closing the gym earlier on
Fridays and Saturdays, and
keeping it open later in the week

A student pays tuition and can
live in a residence hall, buy food at
campus dining halls and go to Student Health Service through the
duration of his or her GW career.
But if the University's new sexual assault policy is to take effect,
after a year and a half, a student
cannot report a sexual assault. After one and a half years, a victim's
problems are no longer GW's concerns.

Students need
a message of
unconditional
support, but even
a year-and-ahalf window for
reporting a sexual
assault fails to
offer that and
still serves as a
deterrence.

With SCALE-UP, more effort
means more reward

A

IN A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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s an international affairs major, I’m required to take one
to two science classes. And
I know I'm not the only one
who zones out when my professor
starts talking about isotopes and the
periodic table of elements.
But students aren't alone. Professors have also begun to realize that traditional lectures are not as effective as
they should be.
This discovery has been especially
salient in the STEM fields – science,
technology, engineering and mathematics – arguably the most academically challenging and rigorous departments in any university, in which 63
percent of professors use lectures as
an integral part of their classroom, according to an article in the Chronicle of
Higher Education from October 2012.
But there’s a new class model that
takes a less traditional approach: Students sit in small groups at tables and
collaborate on problems, forcing them
to actually participate.
Universities across the country
– including GW – have started implementing these classes, known as
SCALE-UP courses.
Traditionally, there has been an unspoken understanding that professors
do the work in class by lecturing, and
students wait until after class to prepare
for exams and complete problem sets.
I enrolled in two SCALE-UP science classes my freshman year, and
it was frustrating at first because it
wasn’t possible to hide in the back row
taking less than stellar notes. I realized
quickly that I had to actually learn the
material before class so I could participate effectively.
And while these classes might require more work, the positive returns
are greater as well. Physics professor William Briscoe told The Hatchet
in 2011 that the average grade on the
first test of the semester was 10 percent higher than those from previous
years. And a 2007 study by Professor
Robert J. Beichner showed that “in
comparison to traditional instruction,
significant increases have been shown

Melissa Miller
Columnist
in conceptual understanding... [and]
success rates.”
A large portion of each SCALEUP class is devoted to group activities.
Group work can be frustrating: Not
everyone helps, you sometimes feel
lost and there’s always one kid blazing
ahead of everyone else. As a result, it
means you suffer when someone nearby is falling asleep or surfing Facebook.
On top of that, students must answer questions from peers and the
professor, solve math problems and
make presentations regularly.
When the professor put up a
word problem on the screen and
asked us to make a calculation, you
could see the panic in the students’
eyes. “Where did that problem come
from?” they whispered.
But when I look back on it, I realize that the point of the classes was to
leave students to grapple with the material on their own. If it were easy, then
there would be no point in taking the
class in the first place.
Did I feel frustrated? Absolutely.
But once I began to put in a little
more effort preparing for class, I was
able to excel. Students just aren’t accustomed to doing that much work
in a general curriculum class.
The easy solution? Come to class
prepared.
This might mean skimming over
material the night before, grabbing
coffee to keep your eyes open or even
putting your phone away for the duration of class. But you'll benefit, and so
will your classmates.
So before you judge the SCALEUP approach, give it a chance and
put effort into class time. You might
be surprised at how good you get at
chemistry.
–The writer, a sophomore
majoring in international affairs, is a
Hatchet columnist.
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itching for a weekday midnight
run are either forced to brave
the weather, or forget about getting exercise. But working out
late into the evenings or in the
mornings isn't a possibility right
now when Lerner closes at 11:30
p.m. on the weekdays and opens
at 11 a.m. on Sundays.
Monday is the busiest day at
the gym, often seeing up to 2,700
students. Hours subtracted from
weekend evenings should be
shifted to later in the night during the workweek, to further
accommodate the busy lives of
students – including those who
work at the gym.
These changes would make
sense, given that oftentimes on
Friday and Saturday nights,
fewer than five students use the
gym in the couple of hours before closing, according to Narla.
If the University wants students to go to Lerner, it should
probably be open when students
aren’t at a frat party.
—The writer, a sophomore
majoring in English, is a Hatchet
columnist.

A new debate on paying
collegiate athletes
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and earlier on Sundays.
If we lived in a perfect
world, Lerner would be open 24
hours a day, seven days a week
and we would all have the power of flight. But our world is, of
course, far from perfect.
And Lerner's hours for most
of the workweek make a lot of
sense. But I’m not shocking
anyone when I say that a typical Monday for students is not
the same as a typical Friday. The
gym hours on these two days
should change to reflect that.
I’m not the only one to notice this issue. Over the past few
months, the Student Association
has been working on making
the gym more accessible. There
have been "several meetings between students and administrators" regarding Lerner ’s hours,
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The real Super Bowl star

Or at least that's the message
the University is sending with the
planned one-and-a-half-year statute of limitations for reporting a
sexual assault.
When the University released
its plans for a new sexual assault
policy in October, it included an
arbitrary and reprehensible 180day window during which students could file charges against
alleged offenders.
An administrator said that
time frame may be extended to a
year and a half, which is just as
distressing. The University cannot
tell a victim when to feel ready to
come forward after such a traumatic incident.
These statutes of limitations
are troubling and discouraging.
Sexual assault is a notoriously
underreported crime on college
campuses. Eleven GW students reported sexual assault in 2010, and
16 reported in 2011, according to the
Department of Education statistics.
Taking into account that federal
studies estimate nearly 20 percent
of college women are victims of
actual or attempted sexual assault,
these numbers are startlingly low.
And while students always
have the option to report cases of
sexual assault to D.C. authorities,
they should be able to bring forward sexual assault cases during
the duration of their time at the
University.
When a student has been sexually assaulted, it can be years before he or she even feels comfortable telling anyone or asking for
help. A year and a half will be no
better than 180 days.
Under this new policy, more
reports could fall through the
cracks. Students need a message
of unconditional support, but
even a year-and-a-half window
for reporting a sexual assault fails
to offer that and still serves as a
deterrence.
A year and a half, two, three
or even four years later, these instances are ingrained in an affected individual's memory. The editorial board considers it insulting
that the University would force
students to abide by a rule within
an arbitrary time frame.

The GW

Marissa Fretes

according to Associate Athletic
Director for Health and Wellness Andre Julien.
But SA President Ashwin
Narla told me that the reason
meetings haven’t resulted in
significant change thus far is
because financial costs of maintaining a 24-hour gym are too
expensive.
And making the gym stay
open longer is also out of the
question: "We just don't see the
demand in terms of actual users
to extend the hours," Julien told
me in an email.
Lerner sees some of its slowest periods during Friday and
Saturday evenings, Narla said
– when students are out partying and socializing with friends,
and the last thing on their mind
is a treadmill.
So here’s a solution: Lerner
could close earlier during the
weekends, so that those hours
can be shifted to periods when
students are more likely to want
to workout during the week.
Especially during these cold
winter months, those who are
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lay for pay.”
That phrase
has
haunted
the NCAA as it
struggles to justify the current
system of money in college
athletics. But it now appears
that the question is no longer
if some athletes will receive
compensation, but where the
money will come from.
With multi-billion dollar
TV contracts and merchandising money that never makes
it into the wallets of the athletes who play on these teams
in the first place, some argue
that the NCAA cannot continue to pretend that college
sports are amateur athletics.
Take a school like the University of Florida, which had
over $70 million in combined
basketball and football revenue in 2009-2010. Yet even
with scholarships, many onand off-campus athletes were
still living $2,250 below the
poverty line, according to the
National College Players Association.
And after a federal court
judge ruled Jan. 30 that the
NCAA couldn’t block college football or men’s basketball players from claiming
a portion of TV revenue, accompanied by renewed talk
of stipends for athletes, the
dialogue around the "play for
pay" debate has shifted.
While admittedly flawed,
taking money from TV deals
is the best option for college
players. It would be an additional form of revenue that
wouldn’t necessarily detract
from universities’ academic
budgets. But in reality, compensating athletes beyond
scholarship money might
only further complicate the
world of college athletics.
College athletes are worth
a lot of money. The PAC12 conference recently just
signed a TV deal that is worth
at least $225 million over 12
years, which students won't
even receive. Even at a smaller, less prestigious conference
like the A-10, the same principle still applies in that any
revenue the school receives
from its athletic program
won’t make it directly into
the hands of athletes.
The NCAA is considering
providing a $2,000 stipend for
some athletes on top of any financial aid money they may
receive. But to make this possible, that money would have
to come from athletic departments themselves – few of
which are even profitable –
and would only create more
competition amongst colleges
to attract top recruits. This
would inevitably siphon resources from other parts of

Doug Cohen
Senior Columnist
universities, such as academic programs, and could skew
the priorities of otherwise
prestigious institutions.
While the NCAA’s stipend
plan may be implemented
through a need-based system,
this move potentially limits
access to federal financial aid
money, thereby not actually
putting more money in the
pockets of students, according to a Jan. 6 article in NPR.
That’s why paying players
through TV deals is the best
option. It would address the
root of the problem – which is
that athletes aren’t receiving
the portion of revenue they
help to create – and wouldn’t
have a direct effect on academic budgets.
But even this plan has its
problems. It doesn’t seem fair
for men’s basketball and football players to get paid while
other student athletes who

College athletics
are built on a
flawed system
that is bound to
change in the
near future.
don’t produce millions of
dollars of revenue may be left
without checks. Students in
high-profile collegiate sports
aren’t the only ones living below the poverty line – other
athletes could use the money,
too.
And conferences like the
A-10 that don’t have large TV
contracts, don’t have the revenue to pay athletes as much
as other schools. If this were
the case, then we would have
athletes matriculating to universities for no other reason
than the institution being the
highest bidder.
College athletics are built
on a flawed system that is
bound to change in the near
future. But before any significant changes are made, we
have to be careful not to make
an already unjust system even
more inequitable.
–The writer, a senior
majoring in political science, is
a senior columnist.
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Shenandoah Valley Charlottesville, Va.
by ana cvetkovic | Hatchet Reporter

by margaret kahn | Hatchet Staff Writer

If you’re looking for an adventure over spring break but can't
afford to travel too far away, gather your friends and head to
Shenandoah Valley. Pack your sneakers and spend your days hiking, horseback riding and spelunking in the western Virginia national park. With plenty of winding roads and trails to explore,
Shenandoah might be the outdoorsy, relaxing escape you need
from the bustle of life in the city, just a short road trip away.

Virginia has more to offer than just the Metro-accessible Rosslyn. History buffs, nature lovers and those looking to simply relax should head to one of the gems of central Virginia. Tour the
University of Virginia campus and read on the lawn in front of the
famous Rotunda. Or, hit the trails. Charlottesville is nestled in
the foothills of the Blue Ridge mountains, making it the perfect
place to hike and bike.

Travel

Shenandoah Valley is most easily accessible by car. Destinations in
the valley are anywhere from one and a half to three hours away
from the District. Avis offers car rentals starting at $185 for a week,
but consider investing in a Zipcar if you’re underage.

Travel

Charlottesville is just three hours away from the District by
commuter rail. Take the Northeastern line on Amtrak for a $44
round trip. The train leaves daily at 4:50 p.m., and there are a
few departure time options for the ride back to the District.

Lodging

Stay at the Joshua Wilton House Inn (412 South Main St.) in
Harrisonburg, Va. for a quiet and charming escape from the
hectic D.C. lifestyle. This Victorian home is located in Old Town
Harrisonburg, a mile away from the James Madison University
campus. Rooms start at $145 per night for a two-person room
and include a gourmet breakfast.

Lodging

Stay at the Cavalier Inn at the University of Virginia (105 N.
Emmet St.). This inn is fairly priced and recommended by locals. It is located a minute’s walk from the historic University
of Virginia campus and right in downtown Charlottesville. The
cost will be $249.82 if split between two people, or $499.63 for
five nights.

Activities

Travel the scenic Skyline Drive, a 105-mile serpentine byway
that takes you along the Blue Ridge Mountains. The entrance
fee is $15 per vehicle and covers one week. Cruising down
Skyline Drive from beginning to end will take three hours,
but you will probably want to pull over and take a hike on
the Appalachian Trail. The Lewis Spring Falls trail is a 3.3
mile loop that offers breathtaking views, waterfalls and access to the cliffs at Blackrock. The trail is located near the
towns of Harrisonburg and Shenandoah, and parking is
available at Skyline Drive milepost 51.

Activities

While three of the Founding Fathers have called Charlottesville home, Thomas Jefferson cemented his place in local
history with the establishment of his famous mountaintop
estate, the Monticello (931 Thomas Jefferson Parkway, tickets $24), a UNESCO World Heritage Site. While it is too early in the season to tour the outdoor gardens and plantation,
but you can still join one of the 30-minute guided tours of
the slave-built mansion. You'll see Jefferson’s furnishings
and navigate through the restored wine cellar, kitchen,
smokehouse and slave quarters.

eateries

Stay at the Joshua Wilton house and treat yourself to a classy dinner at the inn’s restaurant. Southern Living Magazine has called it
“one of the best restaurants in Virginia.” The dinner menu features
delicacies such as grilled quail ($12), Bosc pear salad ($9) and filet
mignon ($32). Don’t skip dessert – options include the chocolate hazelnut tart ($8) and chocolate butterscotch pot de crème ($8), made
daily on premise.

eateries

Cross the campus for this Charlottesville staple, Bodo's Bagels
(1609 University Ave.) which has three locations. Bodo’s proudly makes its New York-style bagels bagels in-house from scratch
every day. The secret? Boiling the bagels before baking them.
They are open all day, so hungry students can pick up an ovenhot bagel for breakfast, lunch or dinner. And the bagels are only
70 cents.

If you're looking for something a little more modern and trendy to
counter your outdoor adventures, try Clementine, less than a mile
from the Joshua Wilton House Inn (153 South Main St.). Their menu
options put a spin on traditional American fare, and all entrees are
under $20. Clementine regularly schedules live performances and
posts the schedule on its website. Most tickets are a few dollars
cheaper if purchased in advance.
For something a little less traditional, try Blue Nile Ethiopian Cuisine (181 North Main St.). The restaurant has happy hour every day
from 4 to 7 p.m. and also has a full bar and dance floor, with live
music throughout the week. Most dishes are vegetarian, and the
only meals that exceed $10 are the meat dishes and combination
platters for large groups.

Treat yourself to a meal at The Local (824 Hinton Ave.), a popular restaurant that takes its name very seriously: All the food is
grown locally in the Shenandoah Valley, and even the tables and
lighting fixtures were crafted by local artisans and businesses.
Entrees are truly gourmet yet not outlandishly priced.
After touring Monticello, journey half a mile down the road to
Michie Tavern (683 Thomas Jefferson Parkway), a Virginia Historic Landmark, opened in 1784. Tours are conducted during
normal business hours, but make sure to come during lunchtime. The dining room, the Ordinary, serves “Hearty Midday
Fare” – a buffet of 18th century Southern mainstays like blackeyed peas and buttermilk biscuits served on rustic tin plates.
Added bonus: Servers wear period attire.
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Niagara Falls

Niagara Falls sees about 12 million tourists per year. If you
haven’t ever made the trip to this border landmark, check it out
this break. Those who choose to visit the falls can enjoy tours on
foot or by boat, try nearby restaurants and explore the discovery
center and state park.

photos used under the creative commons license

Outer Banks, N.C.
The Outer Banks, a string of islands off the coast of North Carolina, is a scenic destination known for its extensive shoreline.
The Wright brothers’ first flight took place on the Outer Banks,
and the monument to it is just one of many sights to see on North
Carolina’s coast.

Travel

The easiest way to get to Niagara Falls from D.C. is to fly into the
Buffalo, N.Y. airport. Round-trip fights range from $180 to $200 the
week of March 11. Another option is to take an Amtrak train for $91.
Although cheaper, the train ride takes close to 13 hours.

Travel

Since driving is out of the picture for most college students, the
next best way to get to the Outer Banks is to book a $160 roundtrip flight to Norfolk, Va. Taxis, shuttles and buses run from the
Norfolk airport to the Outer Banks.

Lodging

There are many affordable hotel options in Niagara Falls.
The Howard Johnson Hotel by the Falls, just one block
away from the main attraction, is only $50 per night.

Lodging

Starting at around $60 per night, dozens of hotels located
on the beach in Kill Devil Hills are available, including the
Travelodge Nags Head Beach Hotel.

Activities

For just $12, take the Cave of the Winds tour through the falls.
Equipped with bright yellow ponchos and led by experienced
guides, tourists walk behind the falls and feel the cool mist on their
faces as tons of water rushes by them.

Activities

Consider some cheap beach rentals as you soak up the sun
and lounge on the beach. Kitty Hawk Cycle Company offers well priced bike rentals to help you explore the Outer
Banks for $15 per day or $40 per week. Kitty Hawk Kayak
and Surf School offers a variety of ways to take a more active role in your explorations, with kayaks, stand-up paddle boats and surfboards for rent, for $30, $29 and $10 a
day, respectively. And if that isn't quite enough exercise,
the Running of the Leprechauns 8k and the 24th annual St.
Patrick’s Day Parade are on March 16 and 17.

eateries

Enjoy waterfront dining at one of Nag Head’s most popular seafood restaurants, Tale of the Whale. Prices range from $18 to $40
for entrées.

Check out a variety of underwater creatures at the Aquarium of Niagara for a $10 entry fee.
For an even cheaper $3, experience Niagara Gorge Discovery and
enjoy the scenery of the State Park on several hiking trails while
learning some of the local history of Niagara Falls.

eateries

Check out Elements on the Falls to satisfy your hunger and
enjoy a view of the falls. Entrées are about $20 each.
Enjoy the familiar Hard Rock Café at its Niagara Falls location for $20 to $30 per entrée.

Another option is Owen's Restaurant, where you can delve into
a fresh seafood meal while discovering some of the Outer Banks'
history. It's the only restaurant in the Outer Banks still owned and
operated by its founding family. Entrées run from $20 to $40.

For a more inexpensive, low-key dinner, try Donatello's, a
much-loved pizzeria, for around $12 per person.

gotheDISTANCE
by anna hirt | Hatchet Reporter

Austin, Texas

Book fast to get a ticket to Austin for spring break. People from all over will
flood Austin for the South by Southwest music festival. And Austin won’t let
you down. With plenty of restaurants, a fun bar scene, shopping and warm
temperatures, you’ll have more to enjoy than just the SXSW scene.

Montreal, Quebec

If you would love to head to Europe for break but lack the funds
to get across the Atlantic, head north of the border to Canada to
experience Montreal’s European vibe. And best of all: You don’t
have to be 21 to indulge. Montreal’s drinking age is 18.

Travel

The cheapest way to get from D.C. to Austin requires a connecting flight, but even with the layover, it will only take you about
five hours to kick off your Texan spring break. The cost for a
Delta flight (leaving March 11 and returning March 16) is $259.

Lodging

Many hotels in Austin are already completely booked due
to the influx of music-lovers attending SXSW. However,
you can still book a four-person room at the Super 8 Hotel
near the Austin Convention Center, where you’ll be close to
all the SXSW action. For a four-person room, six days will
cost $316 per person.

Activities

SXSW, which takes place at Austin’s Convention Center, offers a
massive, weeklong lineup of concerts, film screenings and more.
Hundreds of musical acts play each year, and this year’s lineup includes many up-and-coming bands, as well as bigger names like
Vampire Weekend and Tegan and Sarah. A music badge is $750 if
you buy now, but the price will bump up to $795 by Feb. 8. Austin’s
nightlife is also worth exploring if the music festival doesn't tire you
out. The Sixth Street district in downtown Austin transforms into
one giant party on weekend nights, when traffic is blocked off and
wild bar hopping takes over the streets.

Activities

When you need relief from the heat, check out Amy’s Ice
Creams. This chain has locations all over Austin and serves
up eclectic flavors like honey, bourbon custard, Mexican vanilla and pecan pie a la mode.

eateries

eateries

You can’t leave Austin without some Tex-Mex, and there are plenty
of places to get your fill. Polvos Mexican Restaurant boasts its own
salsa bar, and Kirby Lane Café has eateries scattered across the city.

Travel
Lodging

A direct flight from D.C. will take less than two hours and
cost just over $400 roundtrip. And a $9 public transportation pass will give you unlimited metro and bus access for
24 hours.
The “M Montreal” hostel is housed in a 150-year-old mansion. Coed
dorm rooms that sleep 16 are the cheapest option at under $20 a
night. For more privacy, single-sex and private rooms are available.
You can cook meals in the communal kitchen to cut back on costs. It
is conveniently located near the Old Montreal area, the Latin Quarter and shopping thoroughfare St. Catherine Street.
Head to Old Montreal to explore the city's European flavor with
winding cobblestone streets, sidewalk cafes and quaint shops.
Mount Royal is a great place to escape the bustle of the city. This
“mountain” is a large park that rises above Montreal, providing
beautiful views of the city below. You can get to Mount Royal via
the No. 11 bus.
After taking in Montreal’s culture, go to Boulevard St. Laurent or
Rue Crescent, two nightlife hotspots lined with bars and clubs.
Your visit would be incomplete without a taste of poutine, a Québécois specialty. Steaming layers of French fries, gravy-like sauce
and cheese constitute the classic version of this calorie-laden dish,
but many Montreal eateries offer their own spins. Maam Bolduc
(4351 Avenue de Lorimier) serves a wide range of poutines, some
with chili, onions and jalapeños, most at around $10. Many other
late-night restaurants stay open to serve up poutine to party-goers
stumbling home, so no need to search far after a long night out.

News
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J STREET
from p. 1
anywhere else.
The number of meals eaten
at J Street plummets by about
83 percent from students' freshmen to senior years, when they
are no longer forced to spend
$1,400 dining dollars there, a
Student Dining Board poll of
about 720 people found last semester.
Polled students also gave
J Street an average food quality score of 4.2 out of 10. Just a
single student gave J Street a
perfect score.
University spokeswoman
Michelle Sherrard declined to
release a copy of GW’s 10-year
contract with Sodexo, worth
$112 million in projected sales.
Sherrard also declined to discuss stipulations of the contract,
citing confidentiality. University officials have declined to
release sales information for
Sodexo since last spring, when
they last reported dwindling
numbers.
Head of campus dining
Nancy Haaga declined to comment on the senior's thesis findings.
Businesses have reported
that they jack up prices to offset the 8 to 10 percent GWorld
commission for each purchase,
as well as a 10-cent swipe fee,
although specific contracts depend on the venue. Bennett
calculated that those costs force
students to shell out at least 6
percent extra.
“We live in a very dense
area with tons of food options.
We have no need for on-campus
dining,” Bennett, last year’s Student Association presidential
runner-up, said. “It’s a waste of
resources. We just have it for the
sake of having it.”

The cost of a meal

Students often complain J
Street is more expensive than

STRAT PLAN
from p. 1
system and a new administrative structure headed by a new
vice provost for undergraduate
education.
The plan overall has
changed little since its October
conception. Senior Vice Provost
for Academic Affairs and Planning Forrest Maltzman said
some sections have since been
rewritten to stress the Universi-

other Foggy Bottom eateries.
Haaga said J Street is competitively priced. Sodexo records
prices from about a dozen popular campus restaurants eachs
summer, she said, and marks
products between 5 to 10 percent lower.
“They recognize that in order for them to be a place that
students want to go to, they
have to be competitive because
students have lots of choices,”
Haaga said, adding that not all
products can be priced lower.
But The Hatchet analyzed
the cost of comparable items at
different Colonial Cash venues
and found that J Street’s prices
are more expensive than most
other options.
A bottle of water at J Street
is $1.69, compared to 79 cents at
Whole Foods Market. At The
GW Deli and Gallery Grill and
Market, a bottle costs $1.10.
A half-pound cheeseburger
at J Street’s Metro Diner costs
$7.50 and includes lettuce, tomato, raw red onion and traditional condiments. Upgrading
to a one-pound burgers costs
an extra $2. That makes most J
Street burgers more expensive
than other local options, unless
a customer opts for the $4.75
third-pound burger.
A double-patty Whole
Foods cheeseburger costs $7
and comes with as many as
eight toppings, including sauteed onions, mushrooms and
jalapeños, and a wider variety of sauces. Burger Tap and
Shake charges $6 and Bobby’s
Burger Palace charges $6.75 for
classic burger options.
J Street's 16-ounce hot coffee was the third-most expensive of the options surveyed,
at $1.89. The deli and FoBoGro
charge $1.65 and $1.69, respectively. Whole Foods charges $2
and Starbucks charges $2.15 for
a grande.
The self-serve hot bar at
J Street ($7.50 per pound) is
cheaper than those at Whole
Foods ($8.49 per pound) and

GW has the final say in
dining decisions like removing
venues, but Sodexo runs dayto-day dining operations.
Sodexo and GW inked a
projected $112 million 10-year
contract with GW in 2006. The
company must earn its J Street
sales, University spokeswoman
Michelle Sherrard said, but has
some financial stability with the
help of mandatory freshman
spending programs for freshmen.
Bennett called Sodexo’s
contract – producing an estimated $11.2 million a year in
revenue – “lucrative,” comparing it to larger schools like
Georgia Institute of Technology,
which reported earning about
$1.6 million yearly.
Since Sodexo has run campus dining, sales from students
using dining dollars and catering for GW groups and departments have climbed from about
$6 million to $7 million, according to GW’s 990 tax forms, the
most recent available. Even
at its peak in fiscal year 2010,
when GW transferred about
$7 million to Sodexo, according to the tax form, that figure
was still $4 million less than the
company’s projected revenue.
Sodexo still earns some revenue from cash or other credit
card purchases at Sodexo-run
campus dining spots, as well
as catering events for nonGW groups that rent space in
University buildings like the
Marvin Center. But Bennett’s
analysis found the majority of
Sodexo’s sales come from dining dollars.
The meal plan's mandatory
dining dollars program is one
of the most criticized components of GW dining. Freshmen

ty’s commitment to the arts and
humanities by acknowledging
their role in sparking innovation in a document that hypes
technology, medicine and engineering.
“What people had concerns
about was that the plan was a
statement of who we are, and
they didn’t think it articulated
that well enough,” he said. “The
whole plan is not about doing
what we currently do. The issue
is to go ahead and try to change
the University to get us ahead.”
Castleberry has been hash-

ing out the plan’s goals for remaking undergraduate education on the advisory group. He
said by the time colleges have
given feedback on the plan, students will not notice admissions
changes.
“I think you’ll find that
it won’t change very much,”
Castleberry said. “You’ll come
here with an indication of your
preference, and probably you
could still be admitted to Elliott
or to an undergraduate program
in two years but have declared
Elliott as your preference.” u

Sizzling Express ($8.79 per
pound) in Columbia Plaza. The
N.Y. Gourmet Deli on L Street
charges $6.19 per pound for its
breakfast hot bar and $7.19 for
lunch options.

A 'lucrative' contract

are required to spend $1,400
in J Street, G-Dub Java or the
Mount Vernon Campus’ Pelham Commons and $1,000 at
other GWorld vendors. Upperclassmen living on campus also
must buy GWorld dollars but
on a declining scale, depending
on class year.
In his thesis, Bennett argues
that between 82 and 90 percent
of the food bought at J Street is
“artificially propped up by the
dining dollars mandate.” When
GW nixed mandatory dining for
sophomores, which Bennett calculated made up 26 percent of
total J Street dining that year, the
University told The Hatchet that
sales decreased by 24 percent.
Using an outside food provider turns “the university into
a middleman, who contributes
little but seeks to extract profit,”
he wrote in his thesis.
Other city schools like
Howard, Fordham, Tulane and
Northwestern universities also
use Sodexo’s dining services.
Fordham University has an entirely retail-based program like
GW, but most other schools use
a combination plan of meals per
day with the dining dollars for
flexibility. With a total student
body of about 15,000, Fordham
paid Sodexo more than $13 million for fiscal year 2010, accord-
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ing to Fordham’s most recent
public 990 tax form.
Another dining service
provider, Aramark, ran J Street
until 2006. It opted out of its
contract because it could not
turn a profit with the retailbased program, after scaling
back on hours two years prior
and shutting some venues due
to competition from Colonial
Cash vendors.

The price of a swipe

GW’s partnerships with
businesses through GWorld are
also costing students their cash,
Bennett argued in his thesis.
GWorld partners inflate
their prices to afford the 8 to 10
percent commission fee and the
10-cent swipe fee to the University. Major credit cards charge
between 2 and 5 percent in surcharges.
With 10,000 undergraduates, the thesis found, each
student pays $800 extra to GW
in hidden tuition, based on the
price they wouldn’t have to
pay if GWorld prices weren’t
inflated. The University accrues
more than $2 million a year
from this practice.
Haaga said “no comment”
when asked about the potential
for small-scale GWorld vendors
to inflate their prices in order to

profit despite steep swipe fees.
Assistant general manager
at Tonic Restaurant Lauren Matthias said most of sales come
from the bar, where students
cannot use GWorld to pay. She
said GWorld charges make up
“a small amount” of total sales,
but if more than 50 percent of
sales were charged to GWorld,
prices would have to increase.
“We have to budget for it
every month,” Matthias said.
“It’s always higher than it
should be.”

Reviving J Street

To save J Street, Bennett said
GW should break with Sodexo
and to bring in chain restaurants – like Wendy’s and Chikfil-A, which were scrapped in
fall 2011 – that would be able to
keep prices low. He also called
on the University to end its
mandatory GWorld meal plans,
so students would not have to
pay hiked-up charges at shops.
Bennett said he handed
over his thesis to the Student
Association and the Student
Dining Board, but doesn't know
if it will create change.
"This wasn’t just a mental
exercise for its own sake,” Bennett said. "I don’t know if anything is going to come from it,
but at least I tried." u

Culture

Lisa Miller
Karolina Ramos
Features Editor
Contributing Editor
lmiller@gwhatchet.com kramos@gwhatchet.com
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Get off your

BOTTOM

fLOGGING MOLLY

The Fillmore Silver Spring
Feb. 5
$33

H

MAT KEARNEY

Lisner Auditorium
Feb. 7
$35

Bamboo bikes start new cycle

by danielle noel
Hatchet Staff Writer
Two student entrepreneurs are
leading a new cycle.
Matt Wilkins, a dean’s fellow
and first-year graduate student in
the School of Engineering was part
of a winning Clinton Global Initiative University team last year,
when he and two partners created
a sustainable bamboo bicycle.
Ten months later, he and 2012
alumnus Chris Deschenes have
morphed their brainchild, Panda
Cycles, into an organization called
Pedal Forward – a bike-sharing
program in cities that lack the cycling infrastructure in D.C.
A lifelong cyclist, Wilkins initially sought to create a bike that
could help the world.
“I saw online that people built
bikes out of bamboo, and I said, ‘I
have bamboo in my backyard,’ ”
Wilkins said. “I went home to New
York and cut down some bamboo
in my backyard and built a bike.”
Like the bike-share system
Capital Bikeshare, users will pay
to use a bike for an allotted period of time. Pedal Forward bikes
will include built-in locks and GPS
tracking devices, and users can
find the nearest available bike using a mobile app.
Deschenes said the purpose of
the bamboo bicycles is to serve the
planet and people, as well as promote conversation about sustainability.
After meeting Cincinnati Mayor Mark Mallory in April while
dining at President Knapp’s home

as part of a Planet Forward symposium, they decided to take the
bike-share program to the city,
which has struggled to improve its
transit system.
Wilkins pitched the idea to the
mayor and plans to bring Pedal Forward to Cincinnati in two years.

“Bamboo bikes sort of put a
light bulb in [Mallory’s] head,
saying more bikes in the city is
good, and bamboo bikes represent
this green, sustainable idea that is
a part of his platform,” Wilkins
said.
Pedal Forward will donate a

percentage of the revenue sales
from their bike-sharing business
to their charity of choice, Bicycles
Against Poverty.
Bicycles Against Poverty primarily operates in Africa and loans
bikes to farmers and entrepreneurs
in countries including Uganda.

elise apelian | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Clinton Global Initiative University 2012 winner and Panda Cycles co-founder Matt Wilkins is expanding his line of
bamboo bikes to Pedal Forward, a bike-sharing program aimed at cities without cycling infrastructure.

Small business owners pay for the
bikes incrementally.
“There's really just no downside transitioning from a car to
a bicycle, especially in urban areas,” Deschenes said. “With this
in mind, we'd like to continue our
original CGIU commitment, as
well as develop what we believe
to be a more efficient and effective
bike-sharing system.”
They have also teamed with
fellow Clinton Global Initiative
University participant Marisa
Ranieri, a 2012 alumna currently
teaching English in Tanzania. A
fundraising effort on Pedal Forward’s website will raise money
for the Tumaini Fund, which distributes bikes to Tanzanian orphans. So far, sales have raised
enough money for 29 bikes.
Ranieri said she met Wilkins
at the CGIU conference when they
were seniors last year. Intrigued by
each others' projects, the two saw
an opportunity to join forces.
“When I learned that a nonprofit organization in the area, the
Tumaini Fund, donated bicycles to
AIDS-affected orphans in the area
where I live and work, I knew I'd
found the missing link,” Ranieri
said in an email.
Wilkins will travel to Tanzania
and stay with Ranieri in March to
distribute the bicycles.
He said he hopes Pedal Forward can expand its bike-share
business in the next five years,
building up a biking community
in cities not yet converted to the
eco- and health-friendly form of
transportation. u

BAR BRO: Waiting for a real dive bar
The Looking
Glass
Lounge
Where? 3634 Georgia
Ave., NW
Cover? No
Carded? Yes
Happy Hour? Every
day, 5 to 8 p.m.: $2 off all
draft beers, $1 off all rail
liquor, $1 off imported
bottled beer

The Bar Bro brings you the
best dives in the District. He
isn’t classless – just low-class.
DCist published an article
called “The Dive is Dead, and We
Killed It” about two weeks ago. My
first reaction was dismissive. I had

held one end of a table up with my
knee at Dan’s Café and drank beers
for a quarter at McNasty’s. Surely,
the bathroom alone at Dan’s qualified it as a legitimate dive.
But as I read further and began
to reconsider my drinking experiences in the District, I came to
grips with the main thesis.
“We’re not looking for a true
dive,” the article said. “We’re
looking for the invented nostalgia
of the idea a dive conveys but watered down for the masses.”
That's right. Look up any list of
D.C.’s best dives and you’ll find a
number of dimly-lit bars in rough
(but rapidly gentrifying) neighborhoods that offer cheap canned beer
alongside $8 drafts of craft brew.
Essentially,
they're
places
where well-to-do people can slum
for a while without leaving the
safety and familiar comfort of their
locally brewed IPA.
So last Friday I went to The
Looking Glass Lounge, just a block
from the Georgia Ave-Petworth
Metro stop, with a good idea of
what I was in for. It was freezing
outside, and the bar greeted my
friends and me warmly. It's cozy
without being too cramped. If you

follow the mish-mashed chandeliers to the back of the bar, past
the exposed brick walls adorned
with old promotional mirrors and
original artwork, you’ll find that
every table in the bar is filled with
diners, drinkers and hipsters.
There’s a band set-up in the back,
and even though no one was playing live that night, the music was
loud and hip, and people standing in the space between the bar
and the tables danced and chatted
intermittently.
We decided to head downstairs,
where, past the open kitchen, lies
a smaller, chiller scene. It seemed
less deliberately cool, with watercolor paintings of tigers hanging
behind the bar, and a quieter, oldschool hip-hop soundtrack playing
over the speakers. After waiting
around for about 10 minutes – and
lamenting that it was too cold to sit
out on the biergarten-esque patio
– although it was open to smokers
– we grabbed a table in the corner
and ordered food and drinks.
The food is standard D.C.
pub fare. I had a chili-cheese
half-smoke ($6.50), which always
seems to live up to its reputation
as the best drunk food in the Dis-

trict. I found it odd that vegetarian chili was an option on top of
a hot dog, but to each his own. As
it were, my dog came out topped
with hearty chili and a thick helping of Cheez Whiz, which, as anyone from Philly will tell you, is the
only form of cheese that belongs
on a greasy bar sandwich. I sampled a few plates around the table
– a Reuben ($9.75), some fries ($4)
– and everything was genuinely
satisfying.
For drinks, we decided to start
with good beer before moving on
to the cheaper stuff, which in my
home state of New Jersey has always meant a Yuengling before a
case of Keystone, but I digress. The
Looking Glass Lounge has a good
selection of beers on tap, all ranging from $7-9. The highlights were
the Traveling Mustache Shandy,
which was fresh and fruity, and the
Chocolate City Cerveza Nacional,
which tasted like easy-drinking
Irish coffee. Still, I can’t abide a $7
drink, and opted instead to finish
the night cruising on $6 boilermakers – a shot of Jim Beam chased
with a can of Natty Boh. Quick,
easy and to the point.
In the end, a good, drunk time

was had by all. But I couldn’t
help looking around and thinking
about the death of the dive bar. The
Looking Glass Lounge has a dartboard – behind the bar. Everything
in the bar – the music, the décor,
the bartenders – is delivered in a
package of premeditated hipness.
This is a dive column. And for a
bar to qualify, it must offer a drink
for $3 during primetime. In that
sense, the Looking Glass Lounge
qualifies.
If you stick with the shot-anda-beer combo, you can have a
pretty cheap, fun night. And that’s
what the Bar Bro stands for: bars
that are cheap and fun.
But I feel that I owe my readers
a divier experience than this. The
dive bar may be dying in this city,
but somehow, I refuse to believe
that it has gone completely extinct.
There are bars in this city that don’t
have websites and snarky Yelp reviews, and I will try my best to find
them for you. Until then, have fun.
Go to places like this. And if drinking for cheap means drinking PBRs
next to bearded white guys wearing
Wu Tang T-shirts, then so be it.
If DCist is right, it’s kind of
what we all want anyway.

BAR
BRO
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The Looking Glass Lounge, near the Georgia Ave-Petworth Metro stop, provides a relaxed, divey atmosphere, but the Bar Bro wonders if it is all a little contrived.
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GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons
Every Monday - The GW Hatchet
Use your GWorld at these locations or cut out the appropriate coupon and save on
purchases from area businesses.

CAMPUS LIFE
Dental Insurance Administrator
K Street Comprehensive Care
Dental Office is seeking Dental
Insurance Administrator. Skills
necessary include computer
(Mac preferred), people skills,
and ability to easily 'work with
numbers.' See our WEB Site
ingberdental.com.
Email kenneth.ingber@verizon.net
Because Stuff Happens, There is
Renters Insurance
Getting settled into a new living
space at the start of the year
often makes students keenly
aware of the valuable personal

items that they own. iPods,
laptops, cell phones, televisions
and bicycles can be expensive
to replace, and unfortunately,
these items sometimes end up
damaged or stolen.
Renters Insurance can help
protect you and your stuff.
Even if you live on campus,
you are responsible for theft
or damage to your valuables.
Help protect your valuables with
Renters Insurance. To learn
more or enroll visit http://gwu.
salliemaeinsurance.com/renters
or call (800) 625-1569.
Endorsed by the GW Office of
Risk Management.
Email emontgomery@
nextgenins.com

www.quickstrikefieldmarketing.
com to apply!

JOBS
Data Entry and Databasing
Looking for part-time help with data
entry and data basing for a local DC
area business (long established).
Need someone with strong
attention to detail who is reliable
and can work quickly. Pay $10/hr.
Email bernardpollack@yahoo.com
GWU students wanted!
GMR Marketing is hiring an
Event Campus
Agent and a Digital Campus
Agent. Email Resumes to
ADieringer@
Quickstrikefieldmarketing.com
or visit our website

English/History Tutor Needed
for 6th grade material.Grad
Student Preferred 5-8pm M-F
(flexible) and Sat/Sun 4-6
hours(flexible). Email/call
Joe 646-867-3396 or email:
jrovalino@yahoo.com

SERVICES
Editing of biomedical documents
offered by a PhD biomedical
scientist and certified editor
in the life sciences. 443600-2264 or michellejones@
jonesbiomediting.com.

GWorld Merchants
TO BE INCLUDED
IN THIS SPECIAL
PROMOTION,
CONTACT YOUR
SALES REP OR
CALL
(202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR
MERCHANTS
PAGE: Prior
Thursday, 4 p.m.

Call NOW!
- Limited
Number of
Participants Call NOW!

Sports

Number
crunch
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Elizabeth Traynor
Nick Ong
Sports Editor
Contributing Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com nong@gwhatchet.com

H

The number of players that scored
in double digits for the women's
basketball team Sunday afternoon.

men's basketball | la salle 80, gw 71
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Left: Senior Trevor Rockhill, president of the Colonial Army, leans toward the court during Saturday's game. Right: Freshman forward Kevin Larsen reaches to take the ball from a La Salle opponent during play.

Colonial win streak snapped with La Salle defeat
by nick ong
Contributing Editor
With three minutes and
51 seconds left to play, senior
forward Isaiah Armwood rose
up at the top of the key and
drained his first three-pointer
of the season. No less than 45
seconds later, from the same
spot at the top of the key, he
drained his second. It was a
now a five-point game.
Unfortunately, for the rest
of the Colonials squad, that
was as close as they would
get. A 4-0 La Salle run immediately following the baskets
extended the lead back to
nine, silencing the hard-fought
comeback. It was a comeback
that saw the Colonials go on
an 18-3 run after being down
by 20 points, but ultimately
fall short, losing 80-71.
“We got it down to five
with at least two and a half
minutes left,” head coach Mike
Lonergan said. “I think we just

got a little too excited there and
didn’t play solid defense.”
Besides a late surge in the
second half, the rest of the game
showed few signs of success
for GW (10-10, 4-3 A-10). The
Colonials looked lost on both
ends of the floor during much
of the first half, and the Explorers made them pay.
Coming in as one of the
best three-point shooting teams
in the conference, ranking sixth
in the A-10, La Salle easily lived
up to its reputation. Neither the
Colonials’ man nor zone defenses could freeze the Explorers' hot hands as they went on
to shoot 50 percent from behind
the arc in the first.
“They spread us out, and
then when we switched defenses they hit some really big threes
when they needed them,” Lonergan said.
Possession after possession,
the Explorers found an open
D.J. Peterson or Tyreek Duren in
the corner, and possession after

possession, they nailed wideopen threes. Peterson, who led
all scorers at the half with 12
points, shot 4-for-5 from three
in the first, already eclipsing
his career high for three pointers in a game. At one point in
the first half, with six minutes
and 51 seconds left to play, La
Salle had more three-point field
goals, seven, than the Colonials
had overall, six.
Further constraining GW’s
inability to get out on shooters
was the shake-up in La Salle’s
starting line-up. Opting not to
go with his usual four-guard
lineup, head coach Dr. John Giannini started center Steve Zack.
Likely put in to disrupt Colonial
duo Armwood and freshman
forward Kevin Larsen, Zack
was most effective at the top of
the key, moving in and out of
screens for the Explorer guards
– disrupting the coverage of the
Colonial defenders.
On offense, the Colonials
were just as confused, throw-

ing passes out of bounds and
committing 10 turnovers that
led to 16 points for La Salle in
the first half. By comparison,
GW had zero points off of turnovers at the break.
“I give them credit. Their
switching defense hurt us,”
Lonergan said. “We got the ball
inside, and they did a good job
digging in, and we turned it
over a lot. Just looking at the
stat sheet, that really hurt us.”
At the start of the second
half, it looked to be more of the
same for the Colonials, as they
continued to look overmatched
against a quicker and more experienced team. But then the
comeback began.
GW stepped up its intensity, matching the Explorers'
speed on defense and getting
out in transition. The Colonials
stepped into a full-court press
on defense, repaying the Explorers for the high number of
turnovers they had forced, and
clawing their way back into the

game. With the guards still unable to create anything off the
dribble though, GW was forced
to change gears.
“I just said we had to play
more aggressive because they
were switching everything,”
Lonergan said. “And they’re
all guards, so we really don’t
have that guy that can beat
a guy off the dribble against
a player like they had, so we
just had to rely on being aggressive in transition.”
Even more aggressive was
Lonergan’s decision to draw up
some outside plays for his big
men – specifically Armwood.
Looking to create mismatches
at the top of the key and hopefully drive to the basket, it was
certainly unexpected for Armwood to rainbow in two treys.
“If I get it and I’m open, I’m
gonna shoot it,” Armwood said.
"But Coach Lonergan designed
the play for me to step back and
knock it down, so I just shot it.”
But the surprise buckets

couldn’t make up for GW’s
sloppy first half, as La Salle
stayed poised with time running out. Down the stretch,
the Explorers hit their last six
free throws, going 17-19 on the
game, highlighted by perfect
10-10 shooting from the line by
guard Ramon Galloway.
Armwood led the way for
GW with 17 points and nine
rebounds, while senior forward
Dwayne Smith and freshman
guard Patricio Garino both
added 11 points. Overall, the
Colonials controlled the paint,
garnering a 38-22 advantage,
but the 24-6 points off of turnover margin ultimately set the
two teams apart.
The loss especially hurt for
the Colonials as their recent
three-game winning streak
and potent starting lineup was
speculated to have produced a
revitalized GW roster.
“It was kind of like we
reverted back to our old
ways,” Lonergan said. u

women's basketball | gw 74, la salle 56

GW rebounds with win over Explorers
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
It was a three-point game
when graduate student forward Tara Booker released her
three-point shot.
It fell, putting the Colonials up by six. Twenty seconds
later, she drilled another. GW
was now up by nine, a crucial
widening of its lead in a game
that had been a tight contest
throughout.
Booker’s two treys sparked
a massive scoring run for the
rest of her team, providing momentum for GW to decisively
close out a 74-57 victory over La
Salle. They were two important
baskets, and they were examples of exactly the type of role
head coach Jonathan Tsipis expects from his upperclassmen.
“We did a good job finding her in the first one, and we
were able to come right back,”
Tsipis said. “It gave us life. It allowed us to be more aggressive
in transition.”

From the outset, it was
clear that the game would be
a defensive battle, neither team
able to control the ball well out
of the gates. GW had 17 turnovers over play, while La Salle
had 15. The game stayed tight
through most of the first half.
The Explorers switched between different zones to try to
confuse the Colonials and disrupt their shooting.
Still, GW was able to take
a small four point lead into
halftime. The advantage came
off the strength of 41.7 percent
shooting, and the team finding a mismatch down low
with senior forward Shi-Heria
Shipp, who was able to put
away a number of baskets for
the Colonials.
“She got us going. She got
us that lead toward the end of
the half,” Tsipis said. “It was
just a matter of closing possessions with our rebounding.”
Though play was tight to
open the second half, thanks
to Booker’s back-to-back treys

GW widened its lead with a
significant scoring run, finally
firing on all offensive cylinders. The Colonials shot 51.4
percent over the second half,
including 80 percent from behind the arc.
The team had a balanced
scoring attack, with five players finishing in double digits. Booker led the way with
13 points and seven boards,
while graduate student forward Sara Mostafa posted a
double-double with 11 points
and 12 boards. Shipp finished
with 12 points, while senior
guard Danni Jackson and
sophomore guard Chackecia
Miller had 11 each.
“I think that makes us much
more dangerous,” Tsipis said.
“It’s hard to gameplan against
multiple scorers.”
Defensively, GW tried to
control La Salle’s ability to get
out in transition, setting traps
in transition that slowed the Explorers’ ball movement.
The Colonials opened the

game in a man-to-man defense, but seemed to struggle
with some of their matchups, leaving La Salle shooters open. Switching into a 2-3
zone, the team seemed more
comfortable, challenging their
opponents with greater ease.
With leading Explorer scorer
Brittney Wilson sidelined, La
Salle turned to Ebony Jones.
But Jones found herself in foul
trouble, limiting her play.
“We had talked about playing a bit more zone just because, overall, they were a team
that relied more on jumpers. In
that aspect we felt like the zone
would help us keep the ball in
front better,” Tsipis said. “I just
thought our activity level in the
zone was really good.”
The Colonials didn’t relent
on their pressure throughout the
game, holding the Explorers to
32.8 percent shooting. Earning
a slim 41-37 rebounding edge,
GW tightly controlled the paint,
picking up a 40-22 scoring edge.
The Colonial bench also far out-
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Graduate student forward Tara Booker charges around an opponent
earlier this season. Booker had 13 points and seven rebounds.

performed La Salle’s, scoring 18
points while the Explorers had
zero contributions aside from
its starting five.
The victory was an important one for a GW squad
that suffered a crushing
double overtime loss against
Duquesne. Defeating La Salle
was a win that revitalized
the Colonials’ energy, giving
them more momentum as
they head into the last month

of Atlantic 10 play.
“It’s huge. You’re definitely
worried about that ‘we should
have won the game [feeling].’ It
was just fun because we came
out, we didn’t play great but I
didn’t feel like we put our heads
down,” Tsipis said. “And you
hope, when you go through a
close game like that, sometimes
the best thing to do is get back
out. I wanted to get back out
and play Thursday.” u

